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Americas 

USG/Caribs: Larger cargoes are more in evidence this week than 
the typical small parcels traffic. Methanol, for example is active, 
with several cargoes fixed into the US and several more lined up 
from Jose and Point Lisas, while 12,000t UAN was being studied 
Point Lisas/Altamira + Houston. A small base oils parcel was fixed 
into Rio Haina for mid February loading. Several CPP shipments 
have been noted USG/Caribs as well as some intra-Caribs ship-
ments. Vegoil, molasses and tallow had another active week with 
plenty of cargoes quoted. 3,500t methanol was looking to move 
Jose/Barranquilla and a string of small LAB enquiries was noted 
Pto.Cabello/Caribs. There is not a great deal of parcels space left 
out of the USG until SH Feb, although larger cargoes should be 
easier to cover.  
 
USG/South America: As with last week, there are a number of 
caustic, styrene, CPP and ethanol requirements being quoted out 
of the USG for February. Space availability is scattered among the 
usual operators which is still the best solution for charterers since 
outsider tonnage still needs to be convinced to go on berth, given 
the lack of outbound cargoes afterwards. If demand continues at 
the same rate, it may not take long for the balance of February 
space to be snapped up, which could put upwards pressure on 
rates later in February.   
  
Northbound: The amount of vegoil being shipped from South 
America remains strong, especially into India but also into the Med. 
Ethanol exports have been slight however with the majority of re-
quirements to Europe and Asia being quoted out of the US instead, 
There are reports of a new biodiesel shipment being booked but 
other than that, demand for FAME remains muted, with the next big 
stem to Peru being quoted out of the Med instead.  
 
Transatlantic: The route continues to be active and owners are 
understood to be more bullish on their rate ideas. Among the larger 
cargoes, methanol and ethanol have been fixed with further ship-
ments being discussed. Following last week’s fixture of 10,000t 
cumene USG/ARA the next requirement for February is already 
being circulated. Several traders have been making noises about 
styrene and glycols, but realistically there are not that many stems 
left, nor available space. Some CX was pushed around but does 
not seem to be firm, while possible phenol, EDC and ACN cargoes 
are waiting in the wings. 7,000-11,000t acetic acid and VAM 
Houston/ARA is looking for space in early February and there have 
also been a number of larger vegoil, caustic and UAN enquiries.  
  
USG/Asia: There is no shortage of enquiry, but there is a serious 
lack of space for January and February, and even March is now 
starting to fill out rapidly, according to owners. Many of the same 
requirements from previous weeks are still outstanding, and include 
methanol, ethanol, phenol, ACN, base oils, EDC, styrene and gly-
cols. Rates have the potential to strengthen further.  
  
USG/India-MEG: Limited space remains on this route as a result of 
heavy contractual nominations this month. Assorted enquiries for 
ACN, styrene, EDC and phenol continue to be seen.  

Ex Houston : 5kt  10kt  5kt  

EC Mexico  $ 26-28 19-21 ↔ 

Santos  $ 59-63 52-56 ↔ 

Rotterdam  $ 62-66 56-62 ↔ 

MPFE $ 70-78 67-75 ↔ 

MP China  $ 75-81 71-77 ↔ 

WCI/MEG $ 79-81 68-70 ↔ 

          

EOH Ex Brazil: 10k m3 20k m3  10km3 

Texas Gulf  $ 50-53.5 40-43 ↓ 

Florida  $ 53-56 42-45 ↓ 

New York  $ 56-61 44-46 ↓ 

Rotterdam  $ 58-65 45-48 ↓ 

Korea  $ 90-93 75-80 ↓ 

          

CPP Rates Ex Caribs (38,000t)   

New York  WS 125.0   ↓ 

Rotterdam  WS 70.0   ↓ 

          

Energy Rates: US$     

Nat Gas :    2.139 MMBtu ↑ 

Brent, Mar   30.70 /bbl ↑ 

WTI, Mar   30.52 /bbl ↑ 

          

Bunker Prices (380 cst)    

Houston  $ 113.50/t   ↓ 

Easy Chemicals: $/t 

Easy Chemicals 5,000t ex-Houston 
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North Sea and Baltic: It has not been an active week and some 
positions have hardly changed all week. Biofuels and gasoline-
related cargoes have been among the busiest of commodities, yet 
surprisingly, gasoline and other CPP markets have been quiet. 
 
Southbound: Demand has been steady but rates have slipped on  
some of the more regular shipments such as 6,000t PX Rdam/
Iskenderun and 5,000t FAME ARA/West Med. The next lifting of PX 
Kotka/Algeciras was done and there have been enquiries of styrene 
and EDC into the East Med. 3,000t avgas fixed Rdam/Lavera while 
3-5,000t avgas Paldiski/Tarragona has still to be covered.  
  
Northbound: It has been a little slow on chems heading back up to 
NWE this week. 7,000t pygas fixed Kulevi/Terneuzen, while 11,800t 
base oils Augusta/NWE saw a number of offers that would suggest 
the rate may have been in the mid-high $20s/t. Vegoils however 
had a busy period with 5-6 cargoes booked from Black Sea to the 
Continent for end January early February loading. 
  
Inter-Med: The West Med has been exceptionally busy and there is 
a distinct shortage of vessels able to load within January or even in 
early February. FAME is very active with numerous requirements 
noted. Several parcels of caustic have been booked into the East 
Med and Morocco continues to soak up many small tankers. A new 
UAN tender was announced from Damietta. CPP had a quiet sort of 
a week within the Med and Black Sea. Ice has become an issue for 
Nikolayev and Kherson but other ports such as Illichevsk, Yuzhny 
and Odessa should remain ice-free through much of February.  
  
Transatlantic: There is not a great deal of prompt space and some 
scheduled carriers warn that they have little remaining space until 
the end of February due to heavy contractual demand. PX is under-
stood to still be a contender on the route. A couple of sulphuric acid 
shipments have been done from Hamburg and Aviles and traders 
have been looking at 10,000t FAME Hamburg/USAC, in addition to 
the 17,000t Huelva/Peru quoted earlier. 20,000-25,000t MTBE 
Rdam/USG is understood to have been covered. 1,850t base oils 
Rdam/Houston were heard to have fixed at $65/t.  
  
Europe/Far East: Demand has been very thin again and there is 
still a lot of February space still to be fixed. No further styrene fix-
tures have come to light. 7,000t xylenes were tried Gonfreville/
China, but as has been the case recently with styrene, acetone and 
EDC the traders have wanted to have the option to discharge in 
India as an alternative which does not suit most scheduled carriers.  
  
Europe/MEG-India: Demand has been steady, but a shortage of 
prompt space has meant not all requirements have been workable. 
A number of ships have taken phos acid cargoes in the upper $40s/
t and several vegoil fixtures have been made in the mid $50s/t from 
the Black Sea. A number of chems parcels are being traded but as 
with the Far East route the traders want discharge options. 3,000 
BTX was worked Haifa/India. Enquiries include LAB, butanols, ace-
tone, styrene, EDC, OX and MX.  

Europe 

Ex Rotterdam: 5kt  10kt  5kt  

USAC  $ 39-41 36-38 ↔ 

USG  $ 40-42 37-39 ↔ 

MPFE  $ 80-83 75-78 ↔ 

M.P. China  $ 82-85 77-81 ↔ 

WCI/MEG  $ 80-85 73-75 ↔ 

     

MEG /MED        

5,000t $ 75-77   ↓ 

10,000t $ 61-63   ↓ 

15,000t $ 55-57   ↓ 

MEG/NW Europe     

5,000t $ 79-81   ↓ 

10,000t $ 68-70   ↓ 

15,000t $ 58-60   ↓ 

MEG/SEA     

5,000t $ 44-46   ↓ 

10,000t $ 38-40   ↓ 

      

MEG/NEA       

5,000t $ 59-61   ↓ 

10,000t $ 51-53   ↓ 

15,000t $ 43-45   ↓ 

          

CPP Rates (37,000t)     

UKC - USAC/USG:    WS 140 ↓ 

          

Bunker Prices (380 cst)  

Rdam: $ 136.00/t   ↑ 

Fujairah:  $ 150.00/t   ↑ 

Easy Chemicals: $/t 

Easy Chemicals 5,000t Rotterdam 
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Intra-NE. Asia: There has been a rise in the number of prompt en-
quiries into China, particularly cargoes of MX, C9 and PX as com-
panies conclude the last remaining deals prior to the start of Chi-
nese lunar New Year in early February. Base oils have also been a 
little more active within the region, and there have been more ex-
amples of solvents such as C5, glycol ethers, alpha olefins and 
MTBE being quoted around off prompt dates. There have however 
also been a large number of ships open in the area which has kept 
rates depressed.  
  
Asia Southbound: The market looks to be mixed. Some cargoes 
have been quoted for a couple of weeks without getting fixed, yet 
owners are complaining about a lack of cargoes. In some cases, 
there has been no compromise on rates, whilst in others it is all 
about dates and suitable positions. Caustic, MTBE, MX, C9 and 
styrene cargoes have been noted. 
  
Asia Northbound: There has been a number of PX requirements 
quoted this week as well as cargoes of methanol, MTBE, toluene, 
styrene, base oils, fatty alcohol, acetic acid and sulphuric acid, sev-
eral of which still remain uncovered. Equally, there have been plen-
ty of ships quoted open end January and early February and from 
the highly competitive offers being made it is clear that owners are 
becoming increasingly concerned that they may be left with open 
tonnage over the holiday period. 
  
Intra-SE. Asia: The market remains very quiet, with owners ag-
gressively chasing every requirement, leading to a drop in rates.  
  
Palm oils: A few more requirements have appeared for February 
into China and the Indian Ocean, but rates continue soft. Deep-Sea 
palm oil rates are also coming down with even small volumes cov-
ered to ARA in the mid $50s/t.  
  
Asia Export: Only a few traders are left looking at benzene to the 
US for February. Several ships can still offer FH February space, 
but are holding onto rates in the $50s/t so far. A couple of UAN car-
goes were booked into the US and there has been interest in pygas 
but not much else this week. Rates have dropped substantially into 
Europe as owners struggle to fill their remaining tanks.  
 
India-MEG: Regional trades have seen a few more requirements 
this week, but there are just so many ships around that it has not 
made much of dent in the open positions list. Rates remain weak.  
  
Eastbound: Demand is rather dull from the MEG, with traders look-
ing at EDC, base oils, methanol, MTBE and glycols to Asia, while 
PX, benzene, pygas, ethanol and OX has been seen looking to 
move from India and Pakistan. 
 
Westbound: Rates continue to weaken with plant issues reported 
to have caused the cancellation of a number of bookings. Benzene 
and pygas have been noted along with glycols, ethac and CX. 
Traders have been looking at base oils from Iran but none have 
been booked so far, it seems.  

Asia 
Easy Chemicals: $/t 

Easy Chemicals 5,000t Ulsan 

Ex Ulsan:  3kt 5kt 3kt 

M. China  $ 21-23 17-19 ↓ 

S. China  $ 25-27 21-23 ↓ 

Singapore  $ 33-35 30-32 ↓ 

     

Ex Ulsan:  5kt 10kt  5kt 

USWC  $ 43-45 40-42 ↔ 

Houston $ 49-53 44-46 ↑ 

Rotterdam  $ 92-94 88-90 ↓ 

WCI/MEG $ 47-51 42-44 ↓ 

     

Ex Singapore:  1kt 3kt  1kt 

Thailand  $ 32-34 27-29 ↔ 

Indonesia  $ 33-35 25-27 ↔ 

Malaysia  $ 28-30 20-22 ↔ 

S. China  $ 47-49 37-40 ↓ 

M. China  $ 54-56 44-46 ↓ 

Korea  $ 48-50 39-41 ↓ 

          

CPP Rates (35,000t): 

MEG - Japan  WS 130   ↑ 

          

Palm Oils    10kt  15kt    

EC India    26-28 25-27 ↔ 

WC India    26-28 25-27 ↔ 

          

Bunker Prices (380cst) 

Singapore  $ 168.50/t   ↑ 
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